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Abstract 
On the basis of Brennan’s (1998) dynamic investment decision model and engineering management, this paper builds an 
investor’s learning-decision model, allowing for the uncertainty of the expected return and the investor’s learning process. In our 
model, the variable of learning cost is added, which modifies the condition for decision of the investor, and assumes that the 
investment payoff cannot be observed, if an investor does not pay the learning cost. With the above conditions, this paper derives 
the optimal result of a three-period decision model on the basis of an investor’s learning behavior and decision engineering. The 
empirical evidence verifies the result of our model in this paper. 
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1. Introduction 
In investors’ behavior research, a fundamental problem is investors’ optimal investment decision. Researchers 
have studied that problem for long, and built various models in the hope of characterizing investors’ optimal 
investment decision process and solving the optimization problem of investors’ investment decision mathematically. 
Investors’ behavioral decision model found its origin in Merton (1969)[1]. Merton preset investors’ behavior as 
consumption and investment: investors distribute their wealth between consumption and investment, expecting to 
maximize the utility of their final wealth over a period of time. In Merton’s model and other extended models of 
subsequent researchers, an underlying assumption is that investors face a known investment opportunity set, and the 
investment opportunity set parameters are the estimations of a certain time point. However, in the first place, 
investors actually don’t know much about the investment opportunity set in real financial market. The above 
assumption simplifies the estimation of investment opportunity parameters into point estimation with complete 
information about the investment opportunity set, and ignores estimation errors, which in turn will reduce investors’ 
investment decisions into the suboptimal state. Secondly, the portfolio planning process investors face is in fact a 
dynamic scenario decision making, and the information investors obtain at a certain time point is incomplete with 
new information available on the parameters as time passes. Consequently, in a dynamic setting, parameters are not 
fixed. Thirdly, a real investor is an individual with bounded rationality, that is, he is capable of continuous learning 
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to improve his decision making ability. Therefore, when modeling a investors’ decision making, we should take the 
investor’s learning ability into account, and use new data to update his prior belief continuously—his parameters 
estimations so as to keep his dynamic investment decision making at the optimal state. 
As early as in the 1970s, financial researchers have realized the importance of the uncertainty of the parameters 
and the investor’s learning in his dynamic decision making process. Williams (1977) [2] pointed out the uncertainty 
of the parameters will give rise to an investor’s demand on hedging for his investment portfolio. Bawa, Brown, 
Klein (1979) [3] first considered the uncertainty of the parameters of the return distribution in a single period context. 
Gennote (1986) [4] discussed the investor’s decision making process in the case of uncertainty of expected 
investment return. Brennan (1998) [5] derived the effect of a risk asset’s price uncertainty on the investor’s dynamic 
decision making process in the framework of Merton (1969), and proved that the investor can update his expected 
investment return through his learning. Xia (2001) [6] has further argued that the investor’s predictability of 
observable state variables can be improved through his learning. Brennan and Xia (2001) expounded that investors’ 
uncertainty about the premium increment can be used to explain the stock’s “premium puzzle”. Epstein and Miao 
(2003) [7] constructed an equilibrium model to solve heterogeneous investors’ investment decision optimization 
problem. Pastor and Veronesi (2005a, 2005b) [8,9] showed that investors’ uncertainty about expected return on future 
investment is an important reason that gives rise to the volatility of IPO and the overpricing of Nasdaq stock in 
1990s. 
In this paper, we build, on the basis of the framework and the model of dynamic investment decision making in 
Brennan (1998), an investor’s learning-and-decision making model which incorporates the uncertainty of the 
expected return and the investor’s learning process to mathematically characterize the investor’s real decision 
making process. 
2. Investor’s Learning-and-Decision Making Model 
2.1. The Model and Parameter Specification 
In Brennan (1998), the dynamic investment decision making model ignores the learning cost, and thus excludes 
different effects of different learning costs on investors’ decision making behaviors. In this paper, we introduce a 
learning cost variable, and modify the assumption on individual investors which assumes that, if the investor does 
not invest (including real investment and just paying for the learning cost) , he cannot observe the investment return. 
With these modifications, we build an extended model to characterize how an individual investor’s learning 
behavior influence his optimal investment decision in the security investment decision making process. Our model 
satisfies the following assumptions: 
 The security market is made up of individual investors, each investor living for T periods, i.e., t= 1, 2, …, T. The 
investment horizon is T -1 periods, that is, t= 1, 2, …, T-1; and at the last period, when t= T-1, the investor’s 
utility power over the terminal wealth is:  
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 In the T-1 periods investment horizon, the investor chooses an amount xt,, xt≥0; 
 In the security market, there are two assets, i.e., risk free asset (bond) and risk asset (stock), and the risk asset 
does not pay interest; 
 In the various periods of his investment process, the outcomes follow a binominal distribution:  
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  where, p is the probability of a success in trade, and 1-p is the probability of a failure of trade; and 0≤λ≤1. 
 For each trade in the investment horizon, the investor must pay the learning cost c (c＞0). Besides, the investor 
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can observe the trade outcome through paying the transaction fee, but  does not undertake a real trade (xt,=0); 
 A single investor’s initial wealth is w1, and w1 ＞＞c; 
 A single investor has uncertainty about the probability estimation p. But he has a prior belief for p, that is,  
(1) At the initial period of investment, when t=1, his prior belief is a Beta(α1,β1) distribution; 
(2) If the investor does not pay the transaction fee, he cannot observe the trade outcome; 
(3) If the investor trades, or choose not to undertake real trade (xt=0) but pays the transaction fee, he will be able 
to observe the trade outcome, and updates his belief as a Bayesian investor following the updating rule Beta (α1+Nt, 
β1+t-Nt ) distribution (Fig. 1). 
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Fig.1 A Single Investor’s Learning Rule 
2.2. Investor’s Investment Decision Optimization 
According to the assumption, we need to consider two aspects. First, in the process of the investment decision 
making, the investor has 3 investment decision strategies: (1) undertaking real investment and paying the learning 
cost to observe the trade outcome (i.e., xt＞0, c＞0); (2) not undertaking real investment, but paying the learning 
cost to observe the trade outcome (i.e., xt=0, c＞0); (3) neither undertaking real investment, nor paying the learning 
cost to observe the trade outcome (i.e., xt=0, c=0). 
Secondly, in the model, we study a single investor living for T periods, with his investment periods 1, 2, …, T-1. 
The 2 dependent variables for investment decision making model are: the investor’s wealth and his belief. Therefore, 
the investor’s investment decision optimization process is to maximize his indirect utility over his terminal wealth 
with his belief updates and minimum trade size constraint over various investment periods. We then simplify the 
investor’s investment behavior, and assume that a single investor lives for 3 periods and study his investment 
decision optimization. 
2.3. End-of-Period Investment Strategy Optimization (T=2) 
With the above assumptions, the terminal period investment decision optimization problem must be solved first 
by obtaining the optimal outcomes of the three single investment strategies and then comparing the three results to 
identify the optimal strategy.  
First, we will come to the optimization problem of the investor undertaking real investment. Let the value 
equation of the investor’s wealth at Period 2 be J2（W2, p2）. According the optimization principle, the investor’s 
maximization of his investment decision outcome is to maximize his indirect utility over his terminal wealth. 
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Therefore, the mathematical expression of this optimization process is,  
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According to Bellman's Principle of Optimality, the solution to this kind of optimization problem is to solve 
E[dJ]=0. Therefore, the first order derivative of (3) is the optimal outcome of the real investment decision: 
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Substitute the outcome into the wealth-value equation J12 (W2, p2), we get  
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Then, consider the optimization problem when the investor chooses the investment strategy II. Likewise, we can 
write the optimization problem of the investor’s wealth-value equation JII2(W2, p2) as  
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From the above equation, we can see that, in accordance to Bellman's Principle of Optimality, there does not 
exist an optimal solution. Therefore, it suggests that for the investor’s terminal period investment decision it is not 
the investor’s optimal investment behavior not to undertake real investment but pay the cost to observe the trade 
outcome. 
Lastly, consider the optimization problem when the investor chooses the investment strategy III. If the investor 
neither undertakes real investment, nor pays the learning cost, but chooses to exit the stock market, his wealth-value 
equation is  
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After solving the optimization problems for the three investment strategies, we compare the three outcomes to 
solve the optimization problem of the investor’s terminal period investment decision in terms of the principle of 
utility maximization:   )ˆ,(,)ˆ,(maxarg)ˆ,( 222222222 pWJpWJpWJ IIII  
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If the investor chooses investment strategy I to make real investment, expression (9) becomes 
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. The conditions show us that the learning cost for the investor 
should not be too high, or the investor will choose to give up learning and exit the market. In other words, the 
conditions mean that the investor will pay the learning cost lea n h  investment skills if the cost is low enough in 
the stock market. We notate the learning cost as c and 
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In the case that the investor stays out of the market, k2=0, .    1])ˆ1(ˆ[2 /12
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For the simplicity of the expressions, we set , and thus the optimal 
result of the terminal investment decision becomes  
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In the above expression, what is worth emphasizing is that investors are heterogeneous traders in terms of our 
assumption, and therefore the belief function ) is indirectly influenced by investors’ wealth W2. ˆ(
ˆ
22 pB
2.4. Initial Period Investment Strategy Optimization (T=1) 
In this section, we set about solving the optimization problem of the investor’s initial Investment strategy. Here, 
we continue to use the optimization method discussed in the previous section. We first derive the investor’s 
maximum indirect utility of his wealth in terms of Bellman’s Principle of Optimality, and then choose among the 
optimal outcomes.  
First, we solve the optimization problem of the investor’s investment strategy I. The investor’s wealth-value 
optimization equation is  
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where  2 ;  + signifies that the trading outcome is increasing, and – means that trading outcome is 
decreasing. Solving the optimization problem through Bellman’s optimization process E[dJ]=0, we get 
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Substitute the optimal outcome into the wealth-value equation , we obtain  )ˆ,( 111 pWJ
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Secondly, we consider the optimiza ion problem of the investor’s investment strategy II. The investor’s wealth-
value optimization equation is  
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Thirdly, we come to the optimization problem of the investor’s investment strategy III. When the investor choose 
to stay out of the stock market, his wealth-value equation is  
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Finally, we compare the three investment outcomes in terms of the principle of maximizing the indirect utility, 
and the investor’s initial period investment strategy optimization problem is   )ˆ,(),ˆ,(,)ˆ,(maxarg)ˆ,( 111111111111 pWJpWJpWJpWJ IIIIII  
3.  Empirical Study 
3.1.  Methodology and Data 
There doesn’t exist an analytical solution to the investor’s investment decision model in this paper, and the model 
cannot be directly transformed to estimate the parameter for the learning cost. Therefore, this paper adopts the 
following empirical research design: first, take discrete parameters (kα, kβ, α1, β1); secondly, list all the possible 
belief combinations; thirdly, find the solutions to the model with those belief combinations. According to this design, 
for every investor i and each group of parameters (kα, kβ), we first use the priori belief (αi1, βi1) to estimate the  
shortest distance between the realized outcome and the forecast by the model; then, we use xαt to represent the real 
investment size (including trading cost c) and xρt to represent the investment size forecast by the priori belief ρ≡
(α1, β1) to solve for yαt,, yρt (yt representing the increment of the investment size ). The formula for yt is:  
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Next, we define the distance between the real investment size and the forecast investment size (t＞1) as  
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2
The distance represents the difference in the increments of the real investment size and the forecast investment 
size for an investor. For a given new parameter group (kα, kβ), we will select the optimal investment belief ρi* for 
every investor i to solve for minimum squared sum of the distance between the real investment size and the forecast 
size within the first k trading days, that is,  
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In this way, the point estimates of the parameters we need are then changed into the process of solving for the 
minimum sum of squared residuals for M single investors in the sample space,  
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At last, we sample the single investors in the sample for Q times to solve for the path estimate with the sample 
distribution (k*α, k*β). In the estimating process, we have an implicit assumption of the investor’s belief, that is, the 
belief of an investor, with (kα, kβ) as his choice, conforms to Bayesian rationality.  
The empirical study in this section involves the following procedures: first, we generate a network of 1,000 
investors’ beliefs, and randomly select 30 different values from 0.5 to 2 for α1 and β1; secondly, we set kα = 1, and 
select 100 different values ranging from 0 to 2 for kβ. The reason for presetting kα and varying kβ is due to the fact 
that the investor’s belief and his updating parameter cannot be identified at the same time in the investor’s 
behavioral decision model. Therefore, the purpose of using this estimation method is to test whether a single 
investor can update his investment belief symmetrically, or in mathematical language, to see whether there exists 
kα,= kβ, as the symmetrical updating is supposed to be the information updating of a Bayesian man. 
The data used in this paper is from the investors’ trading data bank of Fortune Securities, each piece of datum for 
a investor consists of: trading time, price, volume, buying/selling, trading cost, stock name, tick, investor code. In 
addition, in view of the need of data for continuous trading, we eliminate those inactive traders and select high 
frequency traders (T=480) as the sample for the empirical study. An obvious characteristic of the high frequency 
traders is that they undertake trade in almost every trading day except for certain time points. The duration of the 
data for this empirical study is from January 1, 2007 to December 31, 2008, with 185 investors selected for this 
empirical study.  
In this study, we preset the following parameters: T=10 for the horizontal axis, the single investor’s risk aversion 
coefficient γ=2, and the trading cost c=50. Furthermore, we set that the investment outcome is loss if the average 
selling price is lower than the average buying price within a trading day, and the contrary is also true. We use every 
investor’s real investment outcome to predict his investment size within a trading day. Meanwhile, we adopt 
investor’s trading data for the first 10 trading days (M=10) to assess the adaptability of the model. The sample 
replacement Q is set to be 20, 000 times, and the size of the path sample is the same as the size of the original 
sample. 
3.2.  Analysis of Empirical Evidence 
 
Fig. 2 Sample path distribution of kβ 
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 Figure 2 depicts the sample path distribution, which shows kβ is significantly less than 1 in our estimation: 
98.72% of the estimates for kβ ranges from 0.256 to 0.283 with a mean of 0.285 and a median of 0.275. This result 
indicates that, compared to the gain, single investors underestimate the loss. But for a Bayesian investor, he tends to 
symmetrically update his belief in the gain and the loss, i.e., kα,= kβ= 1. Thus, our conclusion is consistent with that 
of investors’ attribution bias in previous literature on behavioral finance. For example, Daniel, Hirshleifer and 
Subrahmanyam (1998) modeled the investor’s over-reaction and under-reaction to the stock price change in the 
process of updating his belief. Gervais and Odean (2001) studied the outcome of non-Bayesian man’s belief 
updating rule: if the investor relatively overestimates the gain over the loss, then what would happen in the stock 
market? Based on the above, our estimate kα,≥ kβ will give the similar explanation: even if the investor can learn 
from the trading outcome, and gain some investment experience, his technique of processing new information, 
compared to the Bayesian man’s symmetrical updating of information (kα= kβ= 1) , is still partly suboptimal.  
There is still a point that must be pointed out is that in our empirical study we have an implicit assumption for 
every investors—they update their investment belief in the same way. Other studies such as Nicolosi, peng and Zhu 
(2004) found that single investors are heterogeneous in their investment decision learning behaviors. In Figure 3 the 
sample distribution shows that there exists “unusual” coarseness when the distribution density approaches to kβ= 1. 
This result suggests that there exists a possibility that there is a small number of single investors whose learning 
abilities are superior to most of the investors.  
 
 
 
Fig. 3 Single investors’ priori belief distribution 
Figure 3 is the distribution of single investors’ priori beliefs. The diagonal represents the set of the break-even 
points of the investors’ costs before their trading. The result tells us two interesting rules. First, most single investors 
don’t believe that they would gain at their initial trading in the stock market: 57.9% investors’ beliefs are above the 
break-even point diagonal, i.e., E1(p)＜0.5. This finding is consistent with the theoretical description about ordinary 
investors’ beliefs in Mahani and Bernhardt (2005). Furthermore, theories like theirs give a strong support to our 
assumption of learning man. It shows that most of the investors undertake intra-day trading only because they think 
that security trading may make profit, but not because they have clear investment beliefs that security investment 
will surely be profitable. In addition, we find that, for most of the investors, their investment behavior at their initial 
investment trading period is located in the section of “paying learning cost” of the figure. This finding is of great 
theoretic significance for the study of investors’ learning behavior. 
The second rule we find is that single investors beliefs cluster at the area where α1=0, β1=0, which indicates in 
Figure 3 that investors are not quite sure about the profitability of their trading in their initial period of investment. 
(Of course, Figure 3 also shows that there exist some investors with obstinate investment belief (for example, those 
with relatively high value of α1+β1 ), which means that they are confident of their investment decision. ) 
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4. Conclusion 
In this paper, we introduce learning cost into the dynamic investment decision model in Bernnan (1998) to 
construct an investor’s learning-decision engineering model on the basis of their learning behavior, and calculate the 
optimal decision for a three-period investment and the optimal investment size. We also find that, if the learning cost 
is relatively small, investors are willing to make small size investment for the sake of learning, even when they are 
aware that they face a loss. In our empirical study, we analyze the investment decisions of investors (both with 
optimistic and pessimistic beliefs) and our calculation results support the model assumption and conclusion that 
single investors have a demand for learning and their learning costs are real in their process of investment decision. 
Furthermore, single investors will make small size investments to learn the stock market and their own ability to 
make investment decisions at the risk of a loss if the learning cost is affordable. 
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